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This route is a jittery mess with stuttering and FPS drops that slowly degrade into the teens. I've spent days trying to to optimize
my setting to obtain a smooth experience, but so far no luck. I've installed this on two machines to test. And results are similar. I
would not purchase this content. It is awash with performance issues with no fix in sight. Laptop i7-6700hq 32gig Ram GTX
1070 Samsund SSD for the os Samsung HDD 1tb for Apps Game will only utilize 35% of my GPU, 50% of my CPU Desk Top
i7-8700K 32 Gig Ram GTX1080 Ti WD SSD 2tb Game will use 80% GPU, 35% CPU Please note, they fixed it for Trainz19,
but not Tane. From the Dev. Hi Squirrely418 I have just checked with our team, and it appears that they have managed to
reproduce this issue. It appears that TRS19 may not have been perfectly handling some older data that was in this route. This has
been resolved internally, and this fix should appear in the next update for TRS19. As per the latest newsletter, this is currently in
testing, so we don't currently have a fixed release date. However we are expecting it to be in the next few weeks at this stage,
depending on testing.. I have several versions of this route on different simulators, with many hours driving over Tehachappi
Pass. I found this version to be very good. The scenery is excellent and the feel of driving the route is just like the original
MSTS, but with much better graphics. The cab detail is admittedly not of today's standard and the default driving mode was
"simple" on the scenario I tested. But overall, definitely worth a purchase in the sales.. This route is a jittery mess with stuttering
and FPS drops that slowly degrade into the teens. I've spent days trying to to optimize my setting to obtain a smooth experience,
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but so far no luck. I've installed this on two machines to test. And results are similar. I would not purchase this content. It is
awash with performance issues with no fix in sight. Laptop i7-6700hq 32gig Ram GTX 1070 Samsund SSD for the os Samsung
HDD 1tb for Apps Game will only utilize 35% of my GPU, 50% of my CPU Desk Top i7-8700K 32 Gig Ram GTX1080 Ti
WD SSD 2tb Game will use 80% GPU, 35% CPU Please note, they fixed it for Trainz19, but not Tane. From the Dev. Hi
Squirrely418 I have just checked with our team, and it appears that they have managed to reproduce this issue. It appears that
TRS19 may not have been perfectly handling some older data that was in this route. This has been resolved internally, and this
fix should appear in the next update for TRS19. As per the latest newsletter, this is currently in testing, so we don't currently
have a fixed release date. However we are expecting it to be in the next few weeks at this stage, depending on testing.. This is
the route i've been dying to get for TANE and now I have this route in my route collection. I've been using the content on my
Imperial Division and they are awesome locos and rolling stock. Thank you.. Ported rehash of the TS12 route. Locomotive
quality is really poor looks like something from 2004. Not worth the money. Distant mountains break off unrealistically at tile
limits. Better off with anything from Railworks. Still a lot of poorly done billboard trees. From the authors: "I'm pretty sure the
only thing being paid for with this route is the conversion from TS12 to TANE. It doesnt make the route any better in terms of
upgrading it and it and most of the rolling stock was all created in 2010. I am sure that you get each rolling stock item that was
with the route in TS12, some of those do go back as far as 2004 (GP60M) but those were updated a bit for inclusion in TS12. "
Really old content being recycled. Sure as he$$ not worth 24 bucks. Oh, and the route can't be improved because DLC can't be
edited so the user is stuck with what they bought.
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